
Top 20 Controversial Essay Topics For 2022 

  

Extensive research and writing is done as part of a professional essay writers level work. The 

following topics are meant to help you get started with your research paper at a new, exciting, 

challenging level. These topics have been grouped based on the key concepts they would explore 

in detail.  

  

 

  

A comprehensive list of possible sources will be provided with each topic below: 

 

Dissertations can be written about any controversial concept or event that took place in our time. 

However, an essay writer needs to complete thorough research before making a final decision 

regarding the topic.  

 

 

There are different ways in 
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1) What are the modern day challenges in critical care? 

 

 

2) The role of genetics and drug pharmacogenetics in clinical practice. 

 

 

3) How marketing pharmaceutical products affect patients (ethical, legal and economic points of 

view). 

 

 

4) The future of ICUs- a look at issues such as development, demographics & technology. 

 

 

5) A physician's perspective on stem cells. 

 

 

6) An essay writer challenges faced by pediatricians today: ethical, social and health related 

issues. 

 

 

7) Reimbursement –the way forward for medical practices in the new millennium: its relevance 

to healthcare professionals and practitioners who are working with limited facilities but 

skyrocketing expenses to run their businesses. Do you think it is possible to build a new 

paradigm in healthcare delivery and management where doctors need not depend on their billing 

cycle to be able to run their practice. 

 

 

8) Health care policy – challenges today: what the government has done in the past and could do 

in future? How will it affect you as a healthcare professional? 
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9) Aging population of american cities- a threat or an opportunity for public health agencies to 

provide improved services? 

 

 

10) The role of medical schools and physician training programs toward achieving quality, cost 

effective healthcare. Should there be any changes made at these levels so that doctors can deliver 

better care with reduced costs? What are they? 

 

 

11) Legal aspects surrounding informed consent from patients especially when treating minors 

and women. How will this affect the future of medicine? 

 

 

12) The importance of a hospital quality department in determining if the organization is 

delivering effective care. 

 

 

13) Challenges in cancer treatment: innovation vs continuity. 

 

 

14) Do you think it is possible for healthcare organizations to be more efficient and cost effective 

on their energy consumption? What needs to happen in order for them to achieve such big 

objectives? 

 

 

15) Should nurses be allowed to administer drugs independently or within a set of guidelines 

without supervision from medical specialists? Is there any case that should mandate nurses 'self-

administration of drugs when they are certain with the proper plan regarding interventions or at 

times when doctors cannot be found readily because there are infrequent times that doctors need 

to administer drugs? 



 

 

16) Should education policy reform be a part of the healthcare debate in today's world? 

 

 

17) Can lawyers help improve patient safety in hospital settings? How so? 

 

 

18) Changing role of the physician towards achieving quality, cost effective care: will it ever 

happen? Why or why not? What are some major challenges faced today and what are next steps 

for physicians who want a change to ensure better health outcomes from chronic diseases? 

 

 

19) Microbiome – should we worry about them as clinicians and what should be done if yes. 

 

 

20) Health Care Reforms- An Analysis Based on Various Statutes Enacted by State 

Governments Since the 1960s. The focus of this discussion would be on the following – 

 

 

a) Evolution of health care reforms in Indian states. 

 

 

b) Implication of these reforms in social, political and economic spheres. 

 

 

c) Consideration of various legislations enacted by different state governments in India as 

examples. 

 

 



21) The role of physicians in preventing domestic violence: how can we be more proactive to 

provide the appropriate care for our patients? How can we better navigate through complex 

family dynamics that may put women at risk for domestic violence? What skills do youneeded 

from medical students and residents to best support their patients who present with a history of 

past domestic violence? Please list your ideas below! 
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